Despite Notre Dame's three-year boycott, Nestle's products are still being sold in two dorms.

Gracete and Pasquerilla East's food sales were selling Nestle's candy bars before the boycott. The manager of one will continue to stock it even though students voted 60-0 in its favor to continue the boycott.

Dave Krothe, the manager of Grace Food Sales, only began stocking the candy bars three weeks ago, after changing wholesalers. His previous supplier did not carry Nestle's products.

Krothe said he plans to continue selling Nestle goods to Grace despite noting the right to say what people can buy. "I give the option to the consumer so they can make a personal choice."

In Pasquerilla East, Grace voted 189 to 155 to continue the campaign boycott.

The manager of Pasquerilla East Food Sales, Peggy McAuliffe, plans to discontinue selling the chocolate after her present supply runs out. Pasquerilla East voted 112-22 to continue the boycott of Nestle products.

"If the University wants to buy them from me and ceremoniously burn their cases, that's fine with me," says McAuliffe. McAuliffe is a transfer student who claims she learned of the boycott only after she bought two boxes of Nestle's Crunch bars.

"When I bought them I didn't know about the boycott. I'm going to let the students take care of it in the future. As a manager, it's not my responsibility to be made aware of the boycott. It's the group's responsibility to notify us."

Pasquerilla East rectress Sr. Evelyn Booms echoed McAuliffe, noting "we're the ones that enforce it in the dining halls, the Deh, and the vending machines. It's the students who should be taking care of it in the foodsales," said Sr. Evelyn Booms.

The volunteer group which sponsored the boycott, the World Hunger Coalition, plans to talk to the managers and try to convince them to take the candy bars off the shelves. WHC president Francis "Mitty" Mitchell said, "They're convinced to do something. They're independent operators. We're planning to talk to them later on."

Throughout the controversy Nestle's sales in Pasquerilla East plummeted, while Krothe reported that several weeks ago he had as many or more any other candy bar we carry. "We're still selling Nestle's, but it's not the same," Krothe noted.

The first step beyond human dignity is human rights.

Hehir's lecture dealt mainly with what he called the intellectual aspects of the Church's role in society and in government. His speech did not address specific issues. Instead, he spoke about the fundamental principles behind the Church's teaching on the Church and state, the most important development during the past 20 years, and, according to Hehir, that the prosecution of human rights has become a central part of the Church's doctrine.

"The relevance of this framework is that it gives us the tools with which to enter the public policy debate. You must have some definite convictions in order to deal with specific issues." Hehir pointed out that the Unites States, in the United States, the right of the Church to enter into political debates is often questioned because of the policy of separation of church and state. Hehir sees no reason for this to mean that the church should not become involved in political issues. "In terms of political theory in the American system, religious affiliations should expect neither protection nor discrimination. The separation of church and state should not have to mean the separation of church and society."

Since government affects society and society affects the individual, Hehir believes that "the Church has a right to speak out about current issues, and to speak out about the moral implications of those issues."

"The Church in American society must decide whether it should work with the state, and be a complement to the state, or if it should be a witness against the state. The Church feels that the Church is moving towards the latter." Hehir pointed out that the Church's role is to stand as a sign and a signal to project human dignity.

Hehir emphasized that this had not always been the case. As late as the 1930's, a priest who became involved in political issues was not a normal occurrence. Since then, he believes, there has been a great change. Hehir concluded the lecture by drawing attention to the problems that the Church will have to face in the future. "We must continue our efforts to act on political and social issues. These problems should not affect the Church as a whole, but it will affect all of its members. As the Church becomes more involved in politics and social issues, it will call its members to do the same."
Nestle's crashed again

The vote is, the referendum is over, and the bully has a black eye.

The vote? A better than two-to-one margin. The referendum, of course, the continuation of the campus boycott of Nestle's products. And the bully? Nestle's field personnel, who said yesterday morning that they believed the boycott was about to be lifted after Nestle had a little talk with Notre Dame last week.

This was a story about a little pratt of pressure, cheap lobbying and attempted intimidation directed to South Bend last week, and how its arrogance and strong-arming told.

The background and details of this odd campaign are well reported in today's press. In fact, the 63 percent turnout for the referendum and concurrent classes vote overwhelmed the student body elections, where turnout percentages dropped down into the forties. Undoubtedly, much of the impressive turnout can be attributed to interest in the class offices. It's encouraging, however, to believe that at least some substantial part of that turnout was a result of student concern over the Nestle issue. The even more encouraging result of the election, however, is in the two-to-one margin of Nestle's by the student body.

I must admit that until two weeks ago I did not feel too well about the other issue. I had read extensively the pro and con arguments about Nestle's alleged marketing of infant formula in the Third World, but the issue was so complex and so far afield that it was a hard road to even try to rectify the situation. A mouthful to be sure, but no thing new to people in the newspaper business, and certainly nothing new to a student involved in the full extent of the Nestle's involvement on campus began to become apparent.

We investigated our coverage, reviewed each article and set up a meeting between the Nestle's representative and the reporter who wrote the two-part series in question as well as our editorial page editor. The result was the beginning of a learning process for both sides.

We learned that Nestle's meant business about trying to help. The Bird, on the other hand, remained committed to their viewpoint, and they learned that we were determined to remain objective, and above all reject out of hand any effort to sway our stance.

Now that the dust has settled, we take a look at the questions raised by the situation. To begin with yourself — the Reagan administration did so recently on the anniversary of its first year in office, and the grades were generally favorable for critics — but hard to be objective while doing so. To my way of thinking, however, The Observer performed its mission of objectivity generally well. News Editor Kelli Flint and Editorial Page Editor Anthony Furer handled the many of the credit if you agree with that appraisal. These two editors were at the cutting edge of last week's skyrocketing act. The trick was to keep our balance of objectivity despite the increasing pressure exerted by the balloon ing presence of Nestle lobbyists and campus collo laborators on one hand, and the various and sundry groups opposed to Nestle on the other.

Apparent objectivity was not enough for Nestle's. They wanted more — and what they could not con vince The Observer to report, they attempted to buy. Buying the services of lobbyists to campus the covers, buying the services of "influential" students, and buying a full page advertisement in this newspaper on Monday's edition.

Notre Dame is not an isolated case, however. In a secret Nestle's office memorandum obtained by The Observer, a former com pany official, E.W. Saumers, suggests this strategy to corporate General Manager A. Furer. "It is clear that we have an urgent need to develop an effective counter propaganda operation, with a network of appropriate consultants in key centers (sic), knowledgeable in the techniques of infant nutrition in developing countries, and with the appropriate contacts to get articles placed." Spending that kind of money and attention to influence a vote is not necessa rily bad — it is the kind of mechanism that can get a soap opera on full circle.

The Observer ultimately did adopt a pro-boycott editotial stance because we were not satisfied with Nestle's lobbying strategy — but we weren't alone in our views. CILA, The Bishop of Albany, N.Y., Campus Ministry, FLOC, and now you, the students, have concurred.

The voices expressed in the bylined columns are the voices of the author, and do not necessarily represent the views of The Observer or its editorial board.

Observer notes

The Observer is always looking for new reporters. Call us at 757-4747 or stop by our office on the third floor of Lafollette in the early afternoon and ask for the day editor if you are interested.
Schudson claims extensive political reporting needed

By BRUCE OAKLEY
Systems Manager

Claiming that coverage of politics makes journalism more respectable, Los Angeles Times political consultant and author Robert Schudson said that more extensive and better reporting of political issues is "the task that needs doing.

"Schudson is an associate professor of sociology and of the Program on Communication at the University of California, San Diego, addressed a small audience at South Bend's Century Center as part of the "Professions in American History" lecture series sponsored by the University of Notre Dame's Department of History.

Schudson traced the development of journalism — political journalism in particular — from its inception in this country early in the 18th century, to demonstrate what he sees as the close and essential link between journalism and politics. "The only part of journalism that consistently commands the serious attention of the public is political journalism," Schudson said. "The symbolic center of the news media is politics."

Pressed on this in a question-and-answer session after his speech, Schudson acknowledged that "real news" and media coverage are "enjoyable and valuable." He reassured his claim, however, that political journalism and the involvement in journalism is involved with matters of "upmost concern."

Schudson's survey of journalism shows a "search" for an "ideal of objectivity," but with a constant recognition of the "subjectivity of facts."

O-C living requires planning

By ANNA MARIA PRICE
News Staff

Students planning to move off campus this fall must be aware of the hazards and pitfalls of off-campus life, according to Dean of Campus Housing, Brother John Campbell.

Campbell's office has compiled an information packet which provides students with valuable advice for living off campus with advice on all aspects of apartment living: housing, crime prevention, and utilities.

For the first-time tenant, the pack-

et includes a rental registry agreement and a list of all University-inspected housing to aid in the search and selection process. Once a decision has been made to move off campus for the year, the stu-

dent should be sure the landlord-tenant agreement is equitable to both parties.

The O-C Housing Office provides a new standard lease which automatically terminates the lease in the event the student is unable to honor the agreement or for "cessation of residence" or "withdrawal from the Univer-
sity" which may not be included in others.

Once a student is established in an apartment of his own, he should take precautions to safeguard the residence against crime. Campbell warns that standard hardware such as deadbolts may not be enough.

In order to help students protect their homes from burglary, Campbell has initiated several crime-deterring programs.

The first of these is "Operation Identification," which involves the use of electric engravers to mark stu-

dent possessions. The engravers are available at the Security Office 24 hours a day for a small deposit.

For the second program, "HomeWatch," the South Bend Police will conduct home safety checks of the residence daily. Interested students should call 284-9201 and be prepared to give the dates the residence will be unoccupied. To further safeguard against a break-in, students should be sure the address of the house or apartment is clearly visible and should have mail and paper delivery suspended for the duration of the vacation.

Campbell suggests that a third program, "Neighborhood Watch," be implemented in the Northeast Neighborhood. This watch will enlist the cooperation of all members of the community to look out for one another's houses or apartments throughout the year.

Campbell also stated that while his programs were in effect the South Bend Police reported an overall drop in the number of burglaries in the Northeast Neighborhood. During the same time period, an overall increase in the number of burglaries was recorded for the rest of the city.

Atlanta forms new murder task force

After criticism

Atlanta's new scaled-down task force will be up to investigate unsolved murders, police announced yesterday after being criticized for dismantling the larger squad that investigated the slayings of 28 young blacks.

"The new unit will handle the caseload of the homicide squad, including four unsolved slayings or disappearances of young blacks that were once assigned to the special task force," Brown said.

The commissioner denied that his action amounts to renaming the city's homicide squad to appease blacks angered by the closing of the special task force.

Brown told a news conference, "We have never made any deci-

sion for the purposes of appeasement," he said at a news conference.

Brown said the decision to create the new task force resulted from a meeting Tuesday with a group of black ministers, who "voiced a legitimate concern" over unsolved killings in the city.

"The community has an attach-

ment to the task force," Brown said.

The new task force will inves-

tigate "situations in the neighbor-

hoods of 10 to 15 unsolved homicides at this point in time," said homicide Lt. B.L. Pernick. "We have not established any kind of pattern" in those deaths, he said.

Four of the cases involve young blacks whose deaths or disap-

pearances were once assigned to the special task force.

Brown had announced Monday that police files on 23 killings of young blacks would be closed and the task force disbanded as a result of Williams' conviction Saturday in the deaths of Nathaniel Carter, 27, and Jimmy Ray Payne, 21.

If you wish to obtain OBSERVER PHOTOGRAPHS that have appeared in the paper Send $4.00 and the date and photographer's name to: John Macor Photo Editor Box Q Notre Dame, Indiana 46556 Include a return address.
Career week supports exploration

By GREG O'MEARA
Managing Editor
Publicity Director

Bill Pfeiffer's Third World Concerns Commission presented Career Exploration Week, Feb. 8-12. During these five days, Student Government worked to increase student and faculty awareness of the problems facing underdeveloped countries. This week also provided the opportunity for students to investigate careers which express what Father Nashburgh calls "the response of service to one's neighbors." Pfeiffer Personnel Director Claudia Sloan started the project with a discussion/lecture on Monday. She explained the sort of activity one may expect as a volunteer and answered questions pertaining to Peace Corps applications and problems in the Third World.

On Tues., Feb. 9, the commission sponsored two films produced by the United Nations which addressed the issues of starvation and overpopulation. The films, Food or Famine and Secret Hunger, portrayed a world far removed from our experience which motivated serious considerations of our First World's responsibility to underdeveloped nations.

During Career Exploration Day on Wednesday, many students spoke with representatives from over twenty service organizations, including the Holy Cross Associates and the Maryknoll Missioners. Later that day, Ambassador Donald F. McHenry, former U.S. delegate to the United Nations, until 1984, lectured on the topic "A World View: The Third World." McHenry addressed the increasing tension in less developed countries and maintained that the possibility for easing these problems need full commitment from the U.S.

He criticized the tendency of today's leaders, including President Reagan, to romanticize our early history, and pointed out that the U.S. would have gone nowhere with out aid from other nations. When asked about the Reagan administration's policy toward El Salvador, the Ambassador stated, "I am not opposed to giving aid; however, it has to be the right kind of aid, and I don't believe that giving guns is the right kind of aid."

In addition to further films and speakers during the week, the Third World Concerns Commission sponsored the highly acclaimed film, Five Minutes to Midnight. This production addresses the urgent situation of gross inequalities in food, medical care, education, and distribution of wealth. The film points out that what may seem basic knowledge or unnecessary income to someone in developed countries may mean survival to one of the world's poor.

Pfeiffer stated that "All in all, the week was a big success. It is my sincere hope that some who saw the films or heard the lectures may one day help those less fortunate."

We conclude that there can be no peace without justice. "Preparing for Peace" series last Friday and Saturday nights, holding a series of discussions on the issue of nuclear arms.

Turgi. the committee organized last December. Turgi said it was because of the focus of the Catholic Church on the arms issue that the committee chose that topic. Each person, of us is concerned with disarmament," said Turgi.

The series opened Friday night with a program entitled "Peace Be With You." Bro. Joseph Izzo, a staff member of the O'Connell Center in Washington, D.C., led a discussion of arms on both a personal and sculp tural level." Turgi said.

On Saturday, the committee showed and discussed the film "War Without Winners." That evening, in another discussion, the students...
Eisenhower model works

If you have been out of the country for a few weeks, you will have forgotten that some of the media people who pursued their national sponsors were the Democratic National Committee. Cynically, jagging from a single broadcast, one would guess that the Democrats have secretly been planning to smash the把手 of President Landis, the anchor last of last Saturday night, is an example. Then there was no question of the impossibility of implausibilities and distortions that are running minutes dodged to the theme of how, under Reagan, the rich are exploiting the poor.

NRC had some nice lines there to choose from, but my favorite was one about how people earning $10,000 per year are going to endure a greater diminution of benefits than those earning $80,000 a year. How much more? Three times.

Sometimes one has the feeling that the Nixon administration is unconscionable in thinking that one considers to be one of the major lapses and invidiousnesses of the Administration, is the suspicion of committing that offense. Miss Savitch, the words of the White House "suffered a series of embarrassing congressional rejections." Landis told Ritchie "that Kennedy had simply extended his congressional staff relations to his White House staff. Until 1961 T Kennedy's only administrative experience was with his small, personal and intact member with his own specific office.

The fourth year, 1957-1958, was a time of political realignment. The Democratic majority in Congress was reduced. There was a backlash against the Eisenhower Coalition, and there was a surge of interest in the American people in the war in Korea. The war in Korea had a profound impact on the political landscape of the United States. The Democratic Party gained ground in the midterm elections, and the Cold War became a central issue in American politics. The Eisenhower model works today as ever, but it is not without its critics. Some argue that the model is too rigid and does not allow for the kind of flexibility that is necessary in today's fast-paced world. Others argue that the model is too dependent on the government and does not encourage private sector innovation. Despite these criticisms, the Eisenhower model remains a popular choice for many politicians and policymakers. It is a model that values hard work, individual responsibility, and a strong national defense. It is a model that is worth considering for the future of the United States.
Increased quality
Graduate enrollment rises

Notre Dame's post-graduate enrollment has shown modest growth while emphasizing increased quality of students, Robert G. Gordon, vice president for advanced studies, reported to the university's Graduate Council.

The University recorded a 2.7 percent increase in overall enrollment, from 1,193 in 1980 to 1,224 in 1981, at a time when nationally there was a 1.1 percent decline. Notre Dame's 1981 first-year graduate enrollment was up 1.5 percent.

The number of applicants to the Graduate School rose by 11 percent over 1980, Gordon said, but in an effort to improve quality, only 51 percent were accepted in 1981, versus 60 percent in 1980. Acceptances by students were up, 74 percent to 60 percent.

The totals for the four divisions of the Graduate School are as follows: 410 enrolled in humanities, 22 in science, 162 in engineering, and 252 in social sciences. Enrollment increased in all divisions except social sciences.

Eightr and one-half percent of Graduate School enrollment consists of foreign students, with the most in engineering. The 4 percent foreign student population in graduate engineering is exactly the national average.

In graduate student aid, 87 percent of the degree-seeking students received an average support of $5,709 in tuition and/or stipend.

In the calendar year 1981, 63 doctorates and 253 master's degrees were awarded in the Graduate School. Despite cutbacks in federal funding and a poor job market for graduates in the humanities and social sciences, Gordon said that, given the resources, Notre Dame's graduate programs have "a bright future" and "can compete nationally in many disciplines."

---

Observer promotes reporters

The Observer is pleased to announce the following News Department promotions: to Staff Reporter - junior Michele Dietz and freshmen Mark Worscheh and Vic Sciulli; to Senior Staff Reporter - junior Sonya Stinson, sophomores Cecilia Lucero and Tim Petters, and freshmen Kathleen Doyle and Mike Lepre.

INTERNATIONAL CAREER?

A representative will be on the campus THURSDAY MARCH 11, 1982 to discuss qualifications for advanced study at AMERICAN GRADUATE SCHOOL and job opportunities in the field of INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT.

Interviews may be scheduled at PLACEMENT OFFICE AMERICAN GRADUATE SCHOOL OF INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT Thunderbird Campus Glendale, Arizona 85306

---

...Tracy continued from page 1

differs from that of other areas because they are expressions of God by the power of God.

When questioned whether the religious classic should involve more of the self, he responded that there is a possible range of responses.

"As long as the claim to attention is allowed, it can have a spectrum of responses," he said, ranging from the "shock of recognition" due to personal experience to "resonance."

Hauerwas posed the question of whether the demand for public criteria was open to anyone. Tracy responded that it is the job of the fundamental theologian to challenge the naive non-traditional interpretations.

He has a set of demands he calls the "criteria of relative adequacy" which has to be found. The development of criteria continues as long as pluralism exists in the self of the interpreter as well as in the text and community.

Observer...
Economic Update

Sales of new houses in the United States fell sharply in January, bringing the second consecutive monthly slide in at least two decades and halting a modest three-month housing recovery, government figures indicated Tuesday. Rising interest rates got most of the blame as they did during the worst months of 1981, one of housing's bleakest years ever. New single-family home sales dropped 22.8 percent below December's rate, according to a report from the Commerce Department and Department of Housing and Urban Development. Homes were sold at a seasonally adjusted annual rate of $35,000 during the month. Only the $35,000 rate of last September was worse in the 20 years the government has been keeping such figures.

Lowering prices, that's the goal of The Atlantic Richfield Company which said today that it will stop accepting purchases on its credit cards on April 15th. Arco, with 3 million accounts, ranks seventh among the nation's gasoline purveyors in number of credit card accounts. Amoco, with 7 million accounts, and Exxon, with 6.5 million, head the list. In doing away with credit card sales, the nation's eighth — largest gasoline retailer said it will be able to cut in wholesale price to distributors and dealers by nearly 4 cents a gallon. That is the amount that the company said its 3 million credit cards have been costing to service.

A top Pentagon official says leftist — ruler Grenada, a tiny Caribbean island nation, "has become an air base available to the Soviet Union." Fred C. Ikle, undersecretary of defense for policy, made that cryptic remark to the Senate Armed Services Committee in listing what he said were Soviet gains around the world. Although he did not elaborate in his recent testimony, it was learned that a new, secret U.S. intelligence report quotes Grenada's minister of national mobilization as saying a big new airfield — being built with major Cuban help — would be used by Soviet and Cuban planes.

The Dow Jones average of 30 industrials fell 10.66 to 813.46. Declines held in most of Thursday's gains in the New York Stock Exchange. Big Board volume totaled 70.2 million shares, the largest total on this day since December 28.

As of December 31, 1983, the New York Stock Exchange, the market value index was at 88.24 at 260.21.

Take Credit for a Great Summer.

Give yourself credit for an exciting summer this year at Northwestern University. Earn credits in courses from introductory to advanced — from pre med to the performing arts. You can even earn a full years' credit in just 6 weeks this summer in one of our intensive foreign language, mathematics or science programs.

And while you're catching up or getting ahead, you can explore the big city sights of Chicago. It's just minutes away. Or sail and windsurf right off our market. And begin taking credit for a great summer this year at Northwestern University. Earn credits in courses from introductory to advanced — from pre med to the performing arts. You can even earn a full years' credit in just 6 weeks this summer in one of our intensive foreign language, mathematics or science programs.

Contact: Summer Session • 2003 Sheridan Road Evanston, Illinois 60201 • (312) 492-5295

Outside of Illinois, call Toll-Free during normal business hours, Monday — Friday. 1-800-323-1225
Michigan basketball tickets are still available at the second floor ticket office at the ACC. The game will be held in the Silvio O. Conte Forum at St. John's University on Saturday, March 7. Tickets are priced at $8 and $6. — The Observer

CCHA playoffs are still on sale today at the Gate 10 box office of the ACC. There are plenty of tickets remaining. The games, with Notre Dame as host, will be played on Friday and Saturday, March 5-6. Face-off between the teams will be at 7:30 p.m. Student season ticket holders first priority in purchasing tickets for the two games. A season ticket coupon book with their 10 card will be able to purchase tickets in Section 202. The other Notre Dame and Saint Mary's students may purchase playoff tickets at the same time and place. There is a limit of one student ticket per person, for personal use, and at the student price. Additional tickets may be purchased at the time of purchase, and one student may present no more than four different IDs. — The Observer
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**Sports Briefs**

By The Observer and The Associated Press

The Varsity Crowd will sponsor a 1950 dance contest at halftime of this Saturday’s women’s basketball game between Notre Dame and Michigan State. The winner will be a Shotsie Steak & Ale. Second prize will be two Farrell’s gift certificates. Registration for participants at the ACC by 2:30 will continue through the end of the first half. The game, which is the final regular-season contest for the Fighting Irish, will begin at 1:30 p.m.

Interhall hockey regular season ends tonight with_ff Graa meeting Stanford at 11:30, in the ACC. Playoffs will begin next week. — The Observer

Bookstore Basketball is just around the corner. Registration will be held on Friday, March 10 (Laptop Computer birthday). From 6 to 8 p.m in the LaFortune Room. Each team must capture two caps. Registration fee is $3. — The Observer

**NOTICES**

If you are confused about how to handle your tax situation, please call the student tax assistance service at 9-1-2700.

FIND: Tilt’s $200 reward for lost gold item. 'Tis the season to buy and sell. Lost gold item (approx. $200 value) last seen Friday night in the ACC. Please call the 227-5130 office. Call Jtm at 227-5074.

Get a copy of the 1981-82 notebook! It is still available at the recreation office.

**FOR RENT**

FOUR AND FIFTH FLOOR ROOMS AVAILABLE. Students only. All bills, including heat and lights paid. Furnished apartments in Europe.

WANTED: FURNISHED HOME GOOD AREA WALK TO NO. 1 SCHOOL V. U. NUMBER ONE. Student housing - urban, $100.00 per month. By own boss. Contact 9-1-2700. S.F. Complex, Providence 28-5242.

Please need to attend Texas Tech for spring break (May 12-18) and can’t afford to travel. Please call Tim at 9-1-2700.

If you are running to PLAN PLUS-CUSE, TROPICAL TAILGATING SOUTH BEND THIS SUMMER TAKE THURSDAY NIGHT BLOG 8:30 PM FROM JUMP TO 11:00 PM. TRIES To GET $14 A MONTH.

NED TO NEED A ROOMMATE, MISSISSIPPI BOUND FOR SPRING BREAK, CALL A.J. 703.

RIDE NEEDED TO Dallas/ Ft. Worth/ L.A. or anyplace. Please call LAURA at 9-1-2700 for details. Would like to travel with other students.

Are you planning to use PLUS-CUSE, TROPICAL TAILGATING SOUTH BEND THIS SUMMER? Make sure you tune in Thursday night at 8:30 pm to get the information.

Room 202 in the LaFortune dormitory will be on the market if they don’t find a roommate. May have to be a Florida for break. They’ll be gone by March 5th, so call them at 232-7934 if you have interest. Help! need room in VIGILANTE, call 9-1-2700.

Two fun loving girls need to playfully and creatively bond. Send us a blank room in South Beach. You can have the party of a lifetime and we’ll be there. Please call Kevin at 227-5077.

Room needed in San Antonio or East or on the Olympic — for the break. Must be a student and have a roommate. Room needed in a house. Please call Kevin at 227-5077.

Help need in S. VIGILANTE, call 9-1-2700.

EXTRA EMERGENCY!

Ride needed to other dorms or to the city. Please call 9-1-2700 by March 15. We will share the cost of the bus ride and have a good time. — The Observer

**ANOTHER NOTICED**

**DO YOU NEED A GOOD HARDY 9 1/2 SP-6 SPICE CORNHOLLO AT 731?**

**DISCUSS HOME CAREERS MARRIAGE AND CHILDREN'S CAREERS FAMILIES. THURSDAY AT 7 P.M. IN THE MILSTEAD CONFERENCE ROOM. LE MANS HALL.**

**KAREN MEDLAR CEPHERS NAPRA CEPHERS**

LIVE IN SUMMER SESSION 1982 IN THE SMCF ACCS. EXPERIENCE TEL TO TRYING. Please call 8-1-2700.

**GOT A CAR FOR SPRING BREAK (WASHINGTON, D.C.) LOUNDED ONLY 110$0.00 OR BEST OFFER. GM-,FORD, AMERICAN, OR BIRD**

**LOSE/FIND**

FOUND 800$ on Friday Feb. 12 Call 3-8183

LOST/FOUND POLICE ARE CAUGHT IN GALVIN HUMORISM FOR FIFTH SAN QUENTIN REPORTER! DO NOT PRODUCE AND PHOTOS AND NEGATIVES ARE IMPORTANT.

If you have lost your wallet we suggest that you report it to the student police. We are located on Main Street.

Lose/y Grey suit at FS (Student Formal) Saturday night. If found call 9-1-2700.

Lose/Found at FS (Student Formal) Saturday night. If found call Dave at 9-1-2700.

Found: A Gold Chain with Medall between 0bby and the Dyeing Hall 2121.

Lost: 1 box of 8 1/2 x 11 King Cole color film. Please place button of the two black shoes near the film. — The Observer

Lost: Grey overcoat at FS (Student Formal) Saturday night. If found call 9-1-2700.

LOST/TROVE at FS (Student Formal) Saturday night. If found call Dave at 9-1-2700.

Found: A gold chain. Please place button of the shoes near the film. — The Observer

**PLEASE NOTICE**

I lost a large bag contain collect all the stuff on the Dyeing Hall door on 2/7/82. If you have located this bag, please call me at 9-3-1233 or 9-1-3229. Any information leading my getting back in shape will be very helpful. Thank you.

I lost a brown Phi Beta Sigma Sunglasses. Good Sentiment Value. It was found 2/24/82.

A watch was found on the ACC arena at a recent basketball game. If you find it, please call the student police at 9-1-2700.

REWARD LOST GLOVE NECKLACE WITH 200 CENTS. POSITIVE. VALUE. Please return.

LST A GREEN WHITE CAMPUS JACKET AND GREEN GRAY T.J. MALL LAST SEEN FRIDAY NIGHT IN THE ALUMNI HALL. PARTY ROOM. If you have a piece of information concerning it, please call 1-216.

**SPORTS BRIEFS**

The Observer will accept classifieds Monday, Tuesday and Thursday before 4:30 p.m. However, classifieds to appear in the next issue must be received by 3 p.m. the business day prior to insertion. All classifieds must be prepared, either in person or through the mail.

**SPORTS BRIEFS**

The Observer will accept classifieds Monday, Tuesday and Thursday before 3:30 p.m. However, classifieds to appear in the next issue must be received by 3:30 p.m. the business day prior to insertion. All classifieds must be prepared, either in person or through the mail.

By The Observer and The Associated Press

The Observer will accept classifieds Monday, Tuesday and Thursday before 4:30 p.m. However, classifieds to appear in the next issue must be received by 3 p.m. the business day prior to insertion. All classifieds must be prepared, either in person or through the mail.
Better days ahead for gymnasts

Although the Notre Dame-Saint Mary's Women's Gymnastics Club lost a meet last weekend to Wheaton College, better days are on the horizon.

"The women's team has gradually improved overall through the year," says club president Brian McHugh, who shares the club leadership role with St. Mary's senior Patty Larkin. "Hopefully, next year we can get a women's coach because what they really need right now is someone who can work with them on an execution basis."

Coach of no coach, one person that is doing quite well by herself is Notre Dame sophomore Denise McHugh Laing. McHugh came off of "one of the more worse performances I have seen her in," according to McLaughlin, but still managed to capture first place in the all-around competition as she scored a total of 18 points in four events. Her top scores came in her first-place balance beam performance (7.5), third-place finish in the vault (7.9) and another third-place finish on the uneven parallel bars (7.6). Earlier in the year, McHugh easily won the all-around competition at Miami (Ohio) among 18 women by placing first in three of the four events while finishing second in the other. In January, McHugh's performance against a top-flight southeast Missouri State team impressed the coach for the Missouri team enough to offer her a scholarship to compete for his team.

While McHugh is a dominant force on the team, there is promise of future prosperity for the team as a whole with its young talent.

Saint Mary's freshmen Laura Bach and Anne Sawicki, along with Notre Dame freshmen Cindy Salvesen and Judy Mosley, "are really good," says McHugh Laing, "but we have the talent," says the senior McLaughlin, upon which the team can build a solid foundation.

Although none of what have had "McHughesque" performances, the progress has been evident. In the meet at Miami three weeks ago, Salvesen put in a second-place finish in the vault while placing fourth in the floor exercise. In the same meet, Wolter placed first on the balance beam.

"Right now it is just a matter of their continuing with a lot of hard work in our practices so as to gain more experience," says McLaughlin. "They have been making real good progress though. The meet scores aren't really indicative of our overall talent since we have had to work with only four or five people while other teams have had about 10.

The men's team also has an excellent youth movement going, and the meet scores for now are the upperclassmen. McLaughlin does not dominate any of the five events for the men, but when it comes time to tabulate all-around scores, his name is sure to be among the top.

His performance at Miami (Ohio) serves as testimony to his skills. McLaughlin did not place above eighth place in any of the individual events, but placed third out of 35 participants in the all-around phase. The 18-member team includes senior Louis DeLeon in the pummel-horse, junior Ed Barrett in the high bar and freshman Mike Donohue in the rings. Other top individuals for the club include senior Mitch Moore, juniors Chris Davis and Scott Fortman, sophomores John Harrington and Rich McNamara and freshmen Tom Treut and Tim Sennett.

McLaughlin praises their abilities of having caught on quickly to gymnastics while also remaining greatly dedicated. Treat, for example, placed second in the floor exercise in an earlier meet this year. The fact that it was his first-ever competitive meet made it all the more impressive. Warrington, meanwhile competed with torn tendons in the same meet. Fearlessness is contagious, too, on the team.

"We have people on the team that see an opposing member do a tough routine in a meet, and members of our team try to duplicate it in the same meet even though they had never even seen or tried it before," says McLaughlin. "But everybody here seems to learn things so quickly. Some guys have been able to do things on the bar in just one year which took me five years of practice.

"In our practices (which run between 6-10 hours a week) we try to achieve two main goals: a chance to teach those with no prior experience in gymnastics, and a chance for the more advanced to become able to compete. We have accomplished a lot over the years, we have built up our schedule, talent, and our own facilities (over $5000 worth of equipment was brought in the past year)."

People like Donohue are ready to help the team continue its growth. "It can get very aggravating at first when you start out in gymnastics," he says, "but it gets better when you realize you can still do well if you do it slowly. Our future certainly does look promising with all the young people we have. We hope to keep building what Brian has left us."

The team will compete at the University of Chicago this Saturday.

Louie Somogyi

Sports Writer

Club Corner

John Anthony (102)

Chad Johnson (109)

Kevin Fullmer (227)

Mike Shaffer (257)

Jeff Yordy (409)

Jamie Fullmer (1056)

Randy Fullmer (3092)

Chad Johnson (1171)

Wheaton (287)

Welsh (318)

Jerry Barry Tharp (3203)

Paul Ntland Mark Fatum (3939)

Steve Schnetder (6802)

Mark Boen (1363)

Phelps reminded reporters after Tuesday night's win over Northern Iowa that just two Notre Dame teams still have a shot at the national title—hockey and fencing. The fencers will shoot for that March 10-18 in the NCAA championships in the ACC. The hockey team hopes to begin its march tomorrow... at home.

...Hockey

We hope you don't have your answers. But well listen to your questions. Share some of our own about who we want to become and where we want to journey. For anyone who has considered the path of priesthood, the Holy Cross Fathers' One Year Candidate Program provides an opportunity to see and explore the possibilities in ministry.

Cecil Rucker slams one through in Notre Dame's blowout of Northern Iowa on Tuesday. Rucker had 12 points and six blocked shots in the game. (Photo by John Maccone)
Quintin Dailey

Guilty until proven innocent?

University of San Francisco star guard Quintin Dailey (44), shown here last month against Notre Dame, has been dropped from the USBWA All-America team because of recent criminal charges brought against him. See Skip Desjardin's column at right. (Photo by Cheryl Ertelt)

MANHATTAN, Kan. — I guess "ashamed" is the best word.

The news about Quintin Dailey reached me as I sat in Allen Fieldhouse awaiting the start of the Big Eight Tournament. Not the news about his arrest, mind you — The Observer reported that last week. No, this was the news — equally as shocking — that the United States Basketball Writers Association (USBWA) had dropped Dailey from its All-America squad.

"It was our feeling that an All-Star team is one thing and an All-America team is another," said USBWA President Frank Boggs. "In athletics, an All-American should exemplify America on and off the court.

"Had the word been out before we met that these felony charges had been filed, it is my personal opinion that he wouldn't have been considered.

"There is no question we felt we were doing the right thing."

I am a member of the USBWA. I voted for Dailey, and I don't think there's any question but that Boggs and his committee did the right thing.

First of all, if Boggs and his associates arbitrarily were going to zero one choice and name another person to the squad, why did they bother to have writers vote in the first place? If our votes meant that little, why select them? At least he should be honest and just call it the Frank Boggs All-America team — as Walter Camp used to do with football in the beginning of the century.

Secondly, and far more importantly, Dailey has been found guilty of absolutely nothing.

Granted, the charges filed against him are extremely serious. But nothing has been proven. Nothing has even been found guilty of absolutely nothing.

To due process.

"But, as a coach, if you know you do your best and the kids do their best, that's all you can do." You try to build on what we have," states Barry, "and you try to utilize each kid's strengths to meet the needs of the team.

"The priority is to try to get a chemistry going, because we are thin (talent-wise), we are not going to be able to go up against a team and out-muscle them because they're just more talented than we are."

"A lot of our kids are playing out of position," points out Gillen, "but hopefully we'll rectify that with the incoming recruiting class.

"We'll have some more depth. We'll have some more size and I just want just to try to get as much out of this year as we can.""}

Gillen is known for getting too excited while on the bench, and sometimes that does get in the way of Phelps.

"Once in a while, Digger tells me to shut up or relax and go sit in the locker room," he says. "I don't mean to get him upset but sometimes I do. But that's my nature. I've got to be myself." Sometimes it goes overboard, but I'm not going to be a yes-man. I'm going to speak my mind and we'll just try to get as much out of this year as we can."

Gillen is known for getting too excited while on the bench, and sometimes that does get in the way of Phelps.

"Once in a while, Digger tells me to shut up or relax and go sit in the locker room," he says. "I don't mean to get him upset but sometimes I do. But that's my nature. I've got to be myself." Sometimes it goes overboard, but I'm not going to be a yes-man. I'm going to speak my mind and we'll just try to get as much out of this year as we can."

"I love the East but I really enjoy the Midwest," adds Gillen. "The people in the Midwest. They are very sincere and genuine here because they're not caught in a rat race."

"In Philadelphia, the people are very nice but everybody's like Don Knots. You get caught up in the expressways and the subways and everything is nervous."

"It's very hard to get a head coaching job. You have to be selective without being too picky. It may be a difficult job to land, but don't let against those Notre Dame assistants."

...Assistants

"I would probably support Dailey's removal from the squad if he was convicted, and if the members of the USBWA were asked to vote on the issue and approved the move. But neither has taken place, and Boggs doesn't seem to care what the writers think.

"I think it is an embarrassment to the committee," says Barry.

As a member of the USBWA, I'd go further than that. It's an out and out shame.
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Molarity

Michael Molinelli

Doonesbury

Garry Trudeau

Simon

Jeb Cashin

The Daily Crossword

NAZZ COMPETITION

T.V. Tonight

Campus

Michael Molinelli

Molarity

TWO WEEKS NOW. I'M NOTENED. IT FATHER. l'bRNIN6

Getting started at 8 pm with Noah and Irene Carver

insect

Saturday, March 6

Saturday, March 6

Saturday, March 6

Saturday, March 6

Wednesday's Solution

1:40 a.m. - Life, 10:20

9:30 p.m. - Film, "The Power to Change", 351 Madeleva Hall, Saint Mary's Campus, Free admission

9:30 p.m. - Lecture-Discussion, "Tax Resistance: A Case Study", Memorial Library Lounge, Sponsored by Pax Christi/Sacred Heart, Notre Dame; Public invited

9:30 p.m. - Play, "The Wild Duck", Washington Hall, Sponsored by ND-SSM Theatre, 12.50 Staff/Students, $1 others

8:30 p.m. - WSNF-FM Radio, Chicago Symphony Orchestra

8:00 p.m. - Recital, Patricia Andrews, LaFortune Little Theatre, Sponsored by Music Department

8:00 p.m. - Meet-Your-Major, ALPA, 531 O'Shaughnessy Hall, Sponsored by ALSMC

6:15 p.m. - Meet-Your-Major, Music, 315 Crowley Hall, Sponsored by ALSMC

6:30 p.m. - Meet-Your-Major, ALPP, 331 O'Shaughnessy Hall, Sponsored by ALSMC

6:40 p.m. - Meet-Your-Major, AL Engineering, 351 O'Shaughnessy Hall, Sponsored by ALSMC

10:30 p.m. - WSNF-AM Radio, N.D. Week in Review

11:15 p.m. - WSNF-AM, Album Hour, "Eye to Eye", Eye to Eye
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GET INTO ANIMALS SAT.

SENIOR BAR'S ANIMAL NITE!

Growl, Gawk, and Bark over pink elephants, wild turkeys, and dead bulldogs tonight!

Fri: Heineken pitcher special!

Open 10-2

N.AZz COMPETITION Friday, March 5

8 pm to 2 am

See your favorite campus performer compete for big money.

WINNERS NIGHT AT THE NAZZ

Saturday, March 6

starting at 8 pm with Noah and Irene Carver - professional Folk Musicians

© 1983 Tribune Company Syndicate, Inc.
All Rights Reserved
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**Sports**

Laurion, McNamara
ND goalies stand in nets

By JANE HEALEY
Sports Writer

"They are a strange breed of cat."

It was said by Notre Dame hockey coach Johnny "Frosty" Smith who is in reference to the guys that play the goalie position. It was directed particularly toward, in particular, the two people that tend the net for the Notre Dame hockey team.

The first of these two people is senior Dave Laurion from Toronto, Ontario, and he is one year older than our second goalie, Brian McNamara, who was recruited by Smith. Laurion was attracted to Notre Dame by the mixture of athletics and academics. ND was Laurion's first choice above other schools such as Minnesota.

Junior Bobby McNamara from Toronto, Ontario, joined the team one year later. Like Laurion, McNamara valued Notre Dame's reputation of developing the student-athlete. But McNamara also adds that "playing here and on my recruiting trip really helped."

These two descriptions may make the two goalies seem like normal or even complete opposites and that's where Laurion goes on to contend, "It takes a course of action, to be, ah, to be in front of that net that's far faster than baselines and twice as hard are coming at you from different angles and distances." Smith sums up his feelings with, "You have to be a different person to do... subject yourself to that."

These two different people have been sharing that responsibility for the last two years. Last year, Laurion was troubled with a string of ligaments that kept him out of most of the action. He played in only 13 games. McNamara, on the other hand, played in 24 games and accumulated twice as many minutes as Laurion during the Michigan Tech series in early January and started several successive games, even earning a shutout against Ferris State.

Laurion played the majority of games at the beginning of the season. He took the year off during the Michigan Tech series. But Laurion, the tables have turned. McNamara ran into trouble against Michigan State at which time Laurion came in to help out. Last weekend they split the goalie duties between them so "no one's going up in Smith's words, for this weekend's CCHA playoffs.

For McNamara it has been a tough year. He has not been able to develop the confidence he desires. For the first time in his hockey career he found himself on the bench.

"I wasn't spared?" he says now. "I was trying to accept it and adapt to it. McNamara's goal was to work harder in practice and hope for a break or a chance to play.

For Laurion, his senior season was when he had hoped would allow him to help lead the Irish to a berth in the NCAA tournament. Instead, it only saw him return to the Bonnies in December. That's a few of the schools that Laurion agreed with both Smith and McNamara, but phrased it another way. "It could be their name that is announced after Friday's game, but not our name."

Both goalies seem to express the hope that the role that is playing in his position is right now should not be questioned. They have been sharing that responsibility for all their years and that is what they have hoped it would be.

For Laurion, his senior season is almost over. He has not been able to shake off the Great Lakes Tournament in December. That's a few of the schools that Laurion agreed with both Smith and McNamara, but phrased it another way. "It could be their name that is announced after Friday's game, but not our name."
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